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Imperial Valley College

Imperial Valley College
Imperial, CA

Operating In
- Calipatria State Prison (CAL)
- California State Prison, Centinela (CEN)
- Imperial County Jail
- on campus

Programs Offered
- Courses in Welding, Air Conditioning Technology, OSHA Safety and Standards 30-Hour Card (County Jail)
- Alcohol & Drug Studies Certificate (Jail – Inside/Out Program)
- Associate Degree for Transfer in Sociology (CAL), Associate Degree for Transfer in Psychology (CEN)
- FIRST (Formerly Incarcerated Resilient Students in Transition)

Contacts
- County Jail, FIRST, and Inside/Out Program Contact: Eduardo Pesqueira eduardo.pesqueira@imperial.edu
- Gaylla Finnell gaylla.finnell@imperial.edu
- Aruna Patel aruna.patel@imperial.edu...